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In the past few years several numerical methods have been devised for 
reconstructing two-dimensional cross sections of a three-dimensional object from 
radiographs or electron micrographs taken at several different angles in the plane 
of reconstruction [2, 5, lo]. One of these methods is based on an old iterative 
scheme of Kacmarz for solving systems of linear equations. Let us brie@ 
describe the reconstruction problem and the method of Kacmarz. 
Let f be a square integrable function which vanishes outside of the unit 
disk D in the plane R2, i.e., f EL*(D). Let 0 be an angle measured counter- 
clockwise from the positive x axis. A radiograph (or X ray) taken from an angle 
orthogonal to 8 provides the integrals of f over the lines Z(0, t) = ((x, u): 
.2: cos 0 + y sin 0 = t} for - 1 < t .< 1. Thus the radiograph determines the 
Radon transform off, 
Gf W = j-If ( t cos 0 - s sin 8, t sin 8 + s cos 8) ds. 
In the reconstruction problem one tries to find f from finitely many radiographs 
&,f,..., RBff. (Actually, in practice one only knows the Roif at a discrete 
number of points ti , but it will be assumed here that each Re,f is known for 
all t.) It follows easily from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality that the map 
f -+ Ref is continuous fromL*(D) into F([--1, 11, (1 - ~~)-l/~), and there is the 
following result characterizing the null space of R, [12]. 
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THEOREM 1.1. The null space 4 of R,$ is a closed subspace of L”(D) whose 
orthogonal complement d’ji consists of those functions that are constant in D on 
lines making angle Bj (measured counterclockwise) with the positive y axis. 
The orthogonal projection Pj on the plane f + J#$ is easily computed. Indeed 
if g E L*(D), then Pjg = g + (Rs,f - RBjg)/RBj X, where 9” is the characteristic 
function of D. The objects with the same radiographs as f in the given directions 
are those in the plane (f + ny=r JVJ = A. Let P be the product P,v ... P1 . For 
an arbitrary initial guess g, in L*(D), a theorem due to Kacmarz [4], in the finite 
dimensional case, and Amemiya and Ando [l], in the infinite dimensional case 
shows that P”go converges strongly to the projection of g, on J&‘. In particular, if 
g, = 0, then the iterates PkgO converge strongly to the unique function h of 
smallest norm that satisfies Rsjf = Rfjh forj = l,..., N. 
The rate of convergence of this Iterative procedure is our concern. It is 
known that the rate of convergence depends upon the angles between the null 
spaces J#$ . 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let 9t and 9s be closed subspaces of a Hilbert space% 
with intersection 9. The acute angle 01 between 9r and 9s) written ((9r , 9a), 
is given by 
cos cd= SUP{“, a), 
where u E 9’r n Yl, v E 9s n Ppl are unit vectors and ( , > denotes the inner 
product in S. 
The angle between two closed planes is defined to be the angle between the 
corresponding subspaces parallel to the planes. The following abstract result 
gives a bound on the rate of convergence of the Kacmarz procedure [I I]. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let PI ,..., PN be orthogonal projections on closed planes 
9 1 ,..., 6pN of a Hilbert space &’ with nonempty intersection 9. Let P be the product 
PN ..* P1 and P9 be the projection on 2’. If tij is the angle between 5$ and nEi+, gi 
then for any u in 2 
11 P”u - Psu 112 < C2k 11 u - Ppu 112, (1.4) 
where 
N-l 
C2 < 1 - fl sin2 aj , U-5) 
j=l 
Notice that if all the angles aj are positive, then Theorem 1.3 establishes the 
convergence of the iterates Pku to Ppu and gives a bound on the rate of con- 
vergence. The theorem of Amemiya and Ando [l], guarantees the strong 
convergence even if c+ = 0 for all j. 
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In order to investigate the rate of convergence of the Kacmarz procedure, it is 
convenient to replace the orthogonal projections Pj on the closed planes f -+ h”j 
by the orthogonal projections Q$ on the closed subspaces 4 . This amounts to a 
translation in Lz(D), so the rate of convergence is not affected. However, this 
allows us to deal with linear operators. Now, set 3 = (-)zi J1< and Q = Q,v ‘.. Qi . 
Then Lz(D) = 9 @ Yai and both summands are invariant under Q. It is imme- 
diate that Qg = g wheneverg E 4, and the theorem of Amemiya and Ando shows 
that lim,,, I/ Qkg jl = 0 whenever g ~9~. Thus without further assumptions 
on g, the smallest possible constant c in (1.4) is ]I Q ii41 , the norm of the restric- 
tion of Q to the invariant subspace 9-‘-. Formula (1.5) gives an upper bound for 
;/ 0 1~~1 in terms of the angles olj . - . 
In the reconstruction problem we know the angles Bj for which the Radon 
transform is given, but not the angles (Ye between the null spaces. In this paper, 
we derive a formula for the unknown angles ai in terms of the known angles Bi . 
The angles tij can then be calculated on a computer. The bound obtained for 
/’ Q :ifL by a direct application of (1.5) is poor. However, by studying finite- 
dimensional subspaces of .Y1 invariant under Q the problem of computing 
/IQ !I91 is reduced to computing the maximum eigenvalue of a self-adjoint 
operator on a finite number of finite-dimensional invariant subspaces. Thus, 
using standard numerical techniques and a computer II Q !iSL can be computed 
to a high degree of accuracy. Numerical results are given and the estimates 
predicted for the rate of convergence agree closely with the rate observed in 
practice. 
We also consider how the rate of convergence is affected by the order in which 
one takes the projections Qj and by the choice of the initial guess g, . An ordering 
of the projections Qj is found that minimizes the constant c in (1.4) over all 
possible orderings in the case of 18 radiographs spaced at intervals of 10:. 
These computations and bounds obtained on the finite-dimensional invariant 
subspaces lead to a conjecture, as yet unproved, that for any number of equally 
spaced angles, i.e., 19, =~:j7i/l\i: j = 0, l,..., N - 1, there exists an ordering of the 
projections such that c* < (e - 2)/e, and hence that with the proper ordering, 
8 iterations (k = 8 in (1.4)) are sufficient to guarantee an error of less than 
1 percent in L* norm. The rate of convergence can be regulated by the initial 
guess. We show how to compute an initial guess that will insure faster con- 
vergence. Numerical results (Section 6) indicate that this procedure may be 
useful in practice when the angles Bj are restricted to a narrow range. 
Remark. The method of Kacmarz has been rediscovered independently 
by several researchers in the area of reconstruction (most notably Hounsfield [6], 
inventor of the EM1 scanner), and was used in the early EM1 scanners. This 
procedure is more commonly called ART, f or iZlgebraic Reconstruction ‘I’ech- 
nique, in the literature. 
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2. THE ANGLE BETWEEN Xl AND X2 
Our Hilbert space is the real valued, square integrable functions that vanish 
outside the unit disc D in the plane, L'-'(D). Th e inner product in L2(D) is given by 
(f,g> = jDfgdx4. 
Let Jv; and Jr/-, be the null spaces of the operators Ro, and Ro, defined in the 
introduction. We wish to compute the angle (Y between the subspaces Jv; 
and J+$ in L"(D). The results in [3] show that it is equivalent to compute the 
angle between the orthogonal complements. The latter computation is made 
feasible by the characterization of J$‘- given by Theorem 1 .I. Recall that 
4’- consists of those functions in L?(D) that are constant in D on lines making 
an angle 0, with the positive y axis. Such functions have the form 
G(x, y) = g(x cos 0, + y sin 0,) S, where % is the characteristic function of D 
and g is square integrable on [- 1, l] with respect to the weight function 
(1 - t2)1/2, i.e., g EL~([-~, 11, (1 - t2)1/2). If 0, and 0, are distinct mod W, then 
Jv;l n M2’ consists of the functions constant on the disk D. By a rotation of 
coordinates it suffices to consider the case Or = 0, f$ = 8, and the problem 
is to compute 
sup 
I 
D f (x) g(x cos 0 + y sin 0) dy dx, (2.1) 
where both f and g are orthogonal to functions that are constant on D and have 
unit norm; i.e., 
jDfdydx =jDgdydx=O 
and 
jDf2dydx =jDg2dydx = 1. 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
The constraint (2.2) and the geometry of the disk suggest the use of the 
classical Chebyschev polynomials. Let U, be the mth Chebyschev polynomial 
of the second kind. The polynomial U, is the unique polynomial of degree m, 
up to a constant factor, which is orthogonal to all polynomials of degree less 
than m with respect to the weight function (1 - t2)li2 on the interval [-I, I]. 
The U,, are normalized so that SD Um2(y) dy dx = 1. Hence 
U,(cos e) = 7r-1’2 sin(m + 1) e/sin 8, (2.4) 
U&) = r-1’2 [(” ; 1) t” - (” ; 1) t-2(1 - t2) 
+ m+l ( 1 
(2.5) 
5 
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The following integration formula is useful: 
To prove (2.6), note that from (2.5) the integral on the left is equal to 
(1 - x2)1/2 P(X) for some polynomial P of degree .<m. Thus if n > m, then 
rf, 1 
(l-&l/? 
~?I(4 U,(x cos 0 + y sin 0) dy dx = 0. 
-(l-#/2 
If n < m, then make a change of variable s = x cos 0 + y sin 0 and 
t = --x sin 0 + y cos B in the above integral. Again the result is 0. Thus the 
integral in (2.6) is a constant multiple of (1 - x2)l12 Unl(x). It is left to the 
reader to verify, using (2.4) and (2.9, that the constant given here is correct. 
It is now easy to compute ((Jv; , Jr/-,). 
THEOREM 2.7. Let 0, and B, be distinct angles mod r. The angle a between JV; 
and Jr/-, in L2(D) is determined by: 
cos a = sup 
sin(m + 1) (e, - e,) 
m>. (m + 1) sir@, - 4) . (2.8) 
Proof. By the previous remarks we can assume that 4 =x 0, 0, = 8, and 
compute the equivalent angle betweeen NIL and M2”. In order to compute (2.1) 
with constraints (2.2) and (2.3), expand f and g in a series of Chebyschev poly- 
nomials. Set 
g(x cos e + y sin e) = 2 c,U,(X cos e -i y sin e), 
nk=l 
f(4 = f bmk44 
??%-1 
with C;=, bm2 = C;=, c,* = 1. The integration formula (2.6) Holder’s 
inequality, and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality give that 
) J‘, jg dy d.z: 1 = 1 1-r b,c,, sin(m + 1) 0,‘(m $- 1) sin 0 / 
< sup 
m>O 
1 sin(m + ‘) ’ ( f / b,c, j < sup / ;:‘I” zs;; “B ( . 
(m + 1) sin e ??kl WI>0 
Since SD Um(x cos f3 + y sin (9) U,,(x) dy dx = sin(m + 1) O/(m + 1) sin 0, the 
sup above can always be attained and the proof is complete. 
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Note that as m + co, the expression on the right-hand side of (2.8) goes to 0. 
Thus it suffices to take the sup over a finite number of terms. It is immediate 
that if 1 0, - 19, j = 7712 then cos 01 = 3, and it is not hard to show that 
1 8, - 8, 1 = 01 whenever 0 < j 8s - 0, 1 < arc cos($). In particular it follows 
that the angle o( is always >O, and that the maximum angle between the subspaces 
does not occur when 1 8, - 0, 1 = 42 as might be expected. 
3. THE ANGLE BETWEEN Jr/-, AND &,.&'j 
In order to compute a formula for the angle between Ma and .4” = &, 4, 
we again apply the results in [3] and compute the equivalent angle between 
MsL and M’-. Theorem 1.1 characterizes J$l and hence gives a characterization 
of M’ = & 4’. Unfortunately, one only knows a priori that JV’ is a dense 
subspace of ML. The problem is that in general the sum of closed subspaces 
need not be closed. A sufficient condition for the sum of two closed subspaces of 
a Hilbert space to be closed is that the angle between them be positive [3]. 
The proof that the sum of the AL is closed takes up much of this section. 
During the course of the proof, the formula for ((Ms , Jr/-) is derived. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let&, , 0, ,..., 
Then X1 = C;=, v4$l. 
Ok be distinct angles mod W, and let Y = nf,, A$ . 
Proof. Since Crz,, J$l is a dense subspace of 9l, it suffices to show that 
this sum of closed subspaces is closed. If k = 1, the result follows from Theo- 
rem 2.7 and the above remark. Assume that the result holds for the intersection 
of k subspaces, and let JV = fifi 4. By the induction hypothesis 
./VI = ci”=, .Ay. The theorem will be proved provided we show that 
01 = ((JcTgl, XL) > 0. This will be done by computing an explicit formula for 
CL The derivation of the formula takes several steps. As in Theorem 2.7, a 
rotation of coordinates allows us to assume that 0, = 0. The first task, according 
to Definition 1.2, is to characterize the subspace ..&’ n .&“I. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let tj = (x cos 0, + y sin e,), 1 <j < k, and let F&x, y) = 
f*(tJ be k-times continuously d~@?rentiable. If the sum &, fi(t3) = h is a function 
of x alone then each fi and hence h is a polynomial of degree <k. 
Proof. It suffices to show that d’cf,/dtjk = 0 for all j. Since h(x) = CFE,fj(ti) 
is a function of x alone, 
0 = (&)i (g)“-’ h = :I COST Bi sin”+ 8, dkfi/dtik, 
for j = 0, l,..., k - 1. This is a system of linear equations with coefficient 
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matrix (bij), bij = cosi 8, sink-i 6, . To show that (bij) is nonsingular, it suffices 
to consider the matrix 
where pi = cot oi . 
This is the classical Van der Monde matrix, which is nonsingular since 
cot Bi # cot 8, whenever i # j. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let P(x, y) be a polynomial homogeneous of degree k - 1. There 
exist veal numbers c1 ,..., C~ such that 
P(x, y) = i ci(x cos Bi + y sin ~9~)“~‘. 
j=l 
Proof. Expand the right-hand side of the above expression using the binomial 
theorem. A system of linear equations is obtained and the proof of the previous 
lemma again shows that the coefficient matrix is nonsingular. 
The following corollary to Lemma 3.3 is useful. The corollary was also 
proved in [8] but in a different manner. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let 0, ,..., 0, be distinct angles mod r, and let P(x, y) be a 
polynomial of degree <k. Then there exist polynomials PI ,..., P,, in one variable 
and of degree tk such that 
P(X, y) = i Pj(X COS 8j + ?’ sin f?j). 
j-1 
Proof. Write P(x, y) as a sum of homogeneous polynomials and apply 
Lemma 3.3. 
The next result characterizes NO-‘- n Xl. 
LEMMA 3.5. The space NO’- n .Nl consists of the restriction to D of the 
polynomials in x of degree <k. 
Proof. If f E NOl n Ml, then 
f(x) = $J gj(x cos Bj + y sin O,), 
j=l 
wherefandeachgjareinL2([-1, l],(l - t2)1!2). Setting Ut,I,j =: U,,(x cos Bj --:-- 
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y sin 0,) and expanding f and each gj in a series of Chebyschev polynomials give 
the equation 
f’, amUm,O = f’ 5 bmjUm,j. 
WZ=O j=lrn=O 
The integration formula (2.6) shows that 
k 
amUm.o = jFl bm,jUm,j form = 0, 1,2 ,..., 
and Lemma 3.2 shows that a, = b,,, = 0.. = b,,, = 0 for m 3 k. On the 
other hand, Corollary 3.4 shows that the restriction to D of every polynomial in x 
of degree <k is in No1 n JV~. The proof is complete. 
There is now sufficient information to compute the angle 01 between Jr/-,‘- 
and .Ni. Let & = [CT,,,] and gnl,g = [U,,, ,..., U,,,] where [..*I denotes 
the subspace spanned by the enclosed elements. Let /?m = ((& , Zm,,). It is 
clear that Mel n (No-!- n Ml)‘- = @zxk & , and it follows easily from Defini- 
tion 1.2, formula (2.6), and Lemma (3.5) that 
cos a = sup cos pm . 
m>k 
Since & is one dimensional it follows that 
sin2 /3,, = am2, 
where 6, denotes the distance from U,,, to g&. But Pmsk is finite-dimensional, 
and the problem of finding the distance from a point to a finite-dimensional 
subspace of a Hilbert space is classical. A ready solution is available in terms of 
the Gram determinant [9]. Indeed, if 
then 
L2 = G(U,n,o > un,,, >..., Gd/G(Um,, >..., Gd. 
A rotation of coordinates and (2.6) show that 
lu u ,> = sir++ l)@i -4) 
Tn.* , rn,? (m + 1) sin(0, - Oj) ’ (3.7) 
where the convention that the expression on the right-hand side of (3.7) is 
equal to 1 whenever i = j has been adopted. 
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The next theorem summarizes the results. We no longer assume that 6)” = 0. 
THEOREM 3.8. Let 0, , 0, ,..., en be distinct angles mod rr. Let $,, = [l~r~:;,,,J, 
-rim,, == [Z-m,l )..., i&J, pm = ((9, , =.C&,,), and oL == ((Jt;; , .N) == C(N”l, A’-‘). 
Then 
1 
and (” 
sin’ iy = in: sin2 pm (3.9) 
/ 
(ii) sin’ Pnl = G(Um,, , C,,, ,..., C:,,,,)/G(C,,,,, ,..., C-T,l,I,.), (3.10) 
where G denotes the Gram determinant dejined in (3.6) and the entries of G are given 
in (3.7). 
The final step in the proof of Theorem 3.1 can now be completed. A rotation 
of coordinates and Lemma 3.2 show that the polynomials Un,,O ,..., U,., are 
linearly independent for m > k. It follows from (3.10) that sin2 p,,, > 0 for 
m 3 k, and with the aid of (3.7) that lim,,, sir? pIrl = 1. Now (3.9) shows that 
sin” N ‘-- 0. This completes the induction and Theorem 3.1 is proved. 
‘I’ABLE 
i 
- 
0 
2 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
0 
90 
10 
100 
20 
110 
30 
120 
40 
130 
50 
140 
60 
150 
70 
160 
80 
170 
sin2 ai a 
0.8888 
0.5295 
0.5626 
0.3000 
0.2325 
0.1253 
0.1012 
0.0553 
0.0535 
0.0298 
0.0393 
0.0222 
0.0467 
0.028 1 
0.1170 
0.078 1 
0.8888 
sin? yz 0, (‘1 
0 
50 
100 
150 
20 
70 
120 
170 
40 
90 
140 
10 
60 
110 
160 
30 
80 
130 
0.8888 
0.5295 
0.3080 
0.4208 
0.5248 
0.2577 
0.2021 
0.6645 
0.4413 
0.2452 
0.2764 
0.8684 
0.4669 
0.3480 
0.7983 
0.8310 
0.5868 
0 
140 
60 
100 
20 
120 
40 
160 
80 
130 
30 
90 
170 
50 
110 
10 
150 
70 
sin? xc 
___- .~ 
0.8888 
0.5295 
0.3955 
0.3870 
0.4617 
0.5553 
0.3896 
0.3527 
0.2000 
0.8902 
0.5626 
0.5847 
0.4837 
0.6464 
0.8944 
0.1794 
0.9141 
R e 1.0- 1.897 x lo-l6 R w 1.0 - 1.816 ? lO-6 R a 1.0 - 2.957 ‘: 1O-5 
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Since lim,,, sin2 /3, = 1, the inf in (3.9) need only be taken over a finite 
number of terms. An estimate for the number of terms to be considered can be 
obtained by using Gershgorin’s theorem [7], to approximate the proper values 
of the matrices. Consequently, the angles olj in Theorem 1.3 and the right-hand 
side of (1.5) can be obtained for the Kacmarz procedure in P(D) by applying 
Theorem 3.8 and a computer. In Table I, the sin2 CQ and R = 1 - I$“,, sin2 olj 
are given for three different orderings of the projections for 18 radiographs taken 
at 10” intervals. The bound for the rate of convergence is poor (see Section 6), 
and it is left to the reader to compute the number of iterations K that are sufficient 
to guarantee that R” < .OOOl. Although the bounds in Table I are poor, the 
calculations do indicate how the rate of convergence depends on the order of the 
projections. Using the results of the next section the best possible constant c 
in (1.4) will be found for the case of 18 radiographs at 10” intervals. 
It is convenient to make the following definition. 
DEFINITION 3.11. Let N be a positive integer. The angles Bj are said to be 
equally spaced provided that ej = jr/N, i = 0, I,..., N - 1. 
The angles O?~ between the null spaces have also been calculated in the case 
of 6 and 12 equally spaced angles. In each case it was found that sin2 a,, = B/9 
(to ten decimal places). It is easy to check that this is true for 2 and 4 equally 
spaced angles. The following result shows that this is always true for an even 
number of equally spaced angles. 
THEOREM 3.12. Let iV > 1 be an integer. Assume that the angles are equally 
spaced. If CY,, = ((MO , fi~=~’ NJ, then 
(i) sin2 01~ = B/9 ;f N is even; 
(ii) sin2 01~ = 8N2/(9N2 - 1) ;f N is odd. 
Proof. Let m 3 N - 1. Let B be the matrix with entries bij = ( U,,,Si , Um,j>, 
0 < i, j < N - 1, and let A be the matrix obtained from B by deleting the 
first row and column. If m + 1 = uN + v, where u, v are nonnegative integers 
with 0 < v < N - 1, then one can show that 
B2 _ c2’ + ‘1 N B + 
m+l 
(3.13) 
(Formula (3.13) was found in [B].) Thus the proper values of B are #N/(m + 1) 
and (uN + N)/(m + 1). Since the trace of B is N, it follows that 
de@) = G(U,,,  Urn,, ,..., GLN-1) = ($$J” ( “m”; 1” )v. (3.14) 
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Using (3.13) one can show that 
and since trace(A) = Ar - 1, it follows that 
det(A) = G(C:,,, ,..., U,,,-,) 
Consequently 
(3.15) 
Since m A- 1 = UN + o one can show that the above expression is a minimum 
for u = 1 and 2: = N/2. Substituting these values in (3.15) and applying Theo- 
rem 3.8 establish the result when N is even. When N is odd, compute (3.15) 
for 21 = 1, z‘ = (N - 1)/Z, and ZI = (N + 1)/2. This computation and another 
application of Theorem 3.8 give (ii). The proof is complete. (It is easy to see 
that this result is independent of the ordering of the subspaces & .) 
Remark. The computations of the angles 01~ given here depend heavily on 
the geometry of the disk D. It would be interesting to know the relationship 
between the angles between the null spaces of R,, in L”(K) and the geometry of 
K for more general compact subsets K of R2. 
We conclude this section with a corollary to Theorem 3.1 that gives a 
characterization of the unique solution of smallest norm to the reconstruction 
problem in L*(D). Both Theorem 3.1 and the next result were established in [8] 
under the assumption that the angles are equally spaced. 
COROLLARY 3.16. Let 0, , O1 ,..., 19~ be distinct angles mod V. Let f EL2(D), 
and let h be the unique function in L’(D) of smallest norm that satisjies Rotf = Rejh 
fOYj = 0, I,..., k. Then there existfunctions h, , h, ,..., h,. inL*([-1, 11, (1 - t2)li2) 
such that 
h(x, JJ) = 2 hj(x cos 6j + 3’ sin Oj). 
j-0 
(3.17) 
Proof. It is clear that h exists and is unique. Moreover, h is the projection 
off on YL. The result is now immediate from Theorem 3.1. 
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4. BOUNDS ON INVARIANT SUBSPACES 
In this section we improve the estimates on the rate of convergence of the 
Kacmarz procedure in P(D). The bounds obtained lead to a finite method for 
computing the best possible constant c in (1.4). It is necessary to establish some 
notation. From now on N is a fixed positive integer, 0, , 0r ,..., ON-r are distinct 
angles mod VT, and u is a fixed but arbitrary permutation of [0, 1 ,..., N - I]. Also 
Qi is the projection on the null space J&j of &,(j) in L”(D), and 
QU = QN-r *.a QrQ,, . The adjoint of Q0 is the operator Qt = Q,QQ, ..’ Q,,-r and 
QV is the self-adjoint operator Q$Qo . As in Theorem 3.1, $/al is the closed 
subspace CL;’ .&l. Recall that JL is invariant under both Q0 and Q’0 . More- 
over the smallest possible constant c in (1.4) (for an arbitrary initial guess) for 
the ordering of the projections determined by u is c,,~ = I/ Q0 ]!‘$A = /I Q’O Ii41 . 
In this section we find a decomposition of P into an infinite set of finite-dimen- 
sional subspaces invariant under the operators Q0 and Q’,, . Bounds for the norms 
of these operators on the invariant subspaces are obtained, and the problem of 
computing c, is reduced to computing the maximum eigenvalue of Qb on a finite 
number of finite-dimensional subspaces. When the angles are equally spaced, a 
sequence of subspaces that can be used to determine lower bounds for I\ Q. JJ~L 
that are independent of o are found. These subspaces are useful in identifying 
the best ordering of the projections. 
The Chebyschev polynomials again play a key role. With the introduction of 
the permutation o, the polynomials U,,j are now defined by 
Urn.&, Y> = U,,(x ~0s h) + y sin tm), O<j<N---I, (4.1) 
SO that the Um,j , m = 0, 1 ,..., form an orthonormal basis for NUtj, . 
LEMMA 4.2. For all m 2 0, 
QjUm.i = Urn#c - <urn,, 9 um,j> um,j - 
Proof. Write Um,d in the form 
u7n.i = (um.i - <um,i P um,j> um,5) + <“m,i 7 um,5> um.5 ’
(4.3) 
It is clear that the second summand is in J$jj, and since the first summand is 
orthogonal to all U,,j , it is in J#& . Since the above decomposition of Urn,, is 
unique, the first summand is the projection of U,,, on J&) . 
For m = 0, l,..., define 9m,N = [Urn,, ,..., Urn,,-,]. It follows from Lemma 
3.2 that dimension YmBN = min(m + 1, N), and from (2.6) that J$‘,,~ is ortho- 
gonal to .9&, whenever m # n. Thus 
P = 6 J5n.N (4.4) 
m=o 
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The following is an immediate consequence of Lemma 4.2. 
COROLLARY 4.5. The subspaces 4n,N are invariant under the operators Qn 
and QIO . 
Letting 11 ijm,N denote the norm of an operator on 4V,,N it follows that 
Ii Q, li;,N = /i Q’, Iim,N for all m, and II Q, i;fpL =- SUP II Q, iik,N . (4.6) 
In>0 
The next theorem gives bounds for the norms of the operators Q0 and Q’,, 
on the invariant subspaces. 
THEOREM 4.7. Let M, = min(m, N -- 1). Then 
(9 l!Q)ollk,N < 1 - G(U,,, ,..., LTm.~,). (4.8) 
If the angles are equali’y spaced, and m + 1 = UN $- v, u > 1, 0 < v < N - 1, 
then 
(ii) Ii Q. Ilk+ -- < 1 - (uN/(m + l))N-” ((UN -J- N)/(m -i- I))“. (4.9) 
Moreover, when m + 1 > N the bounds in (i) and (ii) are independent of u. 
Proof. Consider first the case m + 1 >, N. Fix m and let gj = ym,N @ 
[U,,,], the orthogonal complement of [U,,,] in $&N. The restriction of QI to 
4Tm,N is the projection on gj. Since nLil Zj = (0}, Theorem 1.3 shows that 
N-Z 
II So llk.~ d 1 - n sin2 I4 , 
i=O 
(4.10) 
where /Ij is the angle between $4, and n~=$, Pi . Once again applying the result 
that the angle between two closed subspaces is equal to the angle between their 
orthogonal complements, it follows that 
Applying Theorem 3.8(ii) to compute sin2 /Ij and substituting in (4.10) give (i). 
If the angles are equally spaced then (ii) follows from (i) and (3.14). The fact 
that the bounds are independent of u is immediate since the Gram determinant 
gives the N-dimensional volume of the parallelogram with vertices 0, U,,,, ,..., 
U,,,-, , and thus is independent of the order of the entries. 
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If m + 1 < N, then dimension 4Tm,,, = m + 1 and the U,,j are linearly 
dependent. To complete the proof note that 
and repeat the above argument with Q0 replaced by QMm ..’ Q,, . 
Equation (4.6) shows that the previous result also gives bounds for /I Q10 lI,n,N . 
In addition (3.6) and (3.7) show that as m-+ co the right-hand side of (4.8) 
goes to 0. Thus it suffices to consider only a finite number of the subspaces 
9m,N in computing I/ Q0 1131. The number of subspaces to be considered will, 
of course, depend on N and u. 
The previous result gives upper bounds for IIQOIlm,., . In general /IQolInl,N 
depends on o. Suppose that there exists an integer J such that c, = /I Q0 llJ,,, is 
independent of 0, i.e., c, = II Q7 IIJsN for all permutations r of [0, l,..., N - I]. 
Then cJ provides a lower bound for 11 Q7 /lx1 for all T. If in addition one can 
show that I/Q,, jlm,N < c, for all m, then 11 Q0 II/l = c, . Such a permutation 
would determine an ordering of the projections that makes c ( =cJ) in (1.4) a 
minimum with respect to all orderings of the N projections. The next theorem 
shows that in many cases there exist an infinite number of subspaces for which 
II Qo Ilm.~ is independent of V. 
THEOREM 4.11. Let L > N be an integer. Suppose that for each j, 0 < j < 
N - 1, 0, is an integer multiple of r/L. If m + 1 is congruent to - 1, 0, 07 1 mod L, 
then the spectrum of Q’= on $n,:n.N is independent of 0. In particular II Q’C Ilm,,, is 
independent of CT for such m. 
Proof. Since each &,, is invariant under the positive-definite, self-adjoint 
operator PO, II PO LN is equal to the maximum proper value of Qb on 41,,,, . 
If (m + 1) c 0 mod(L), then (3.6), (3.7), (4.8), and the fact that each 0, is an 
integer multiple of r/L show that 11 Q’,, jlm,,, = 0. 
Suppose that m + 1 = hL + 1 for some nonnegative integer K and that 
Bi = njx/L. If K = 0 dim 4r0,N = 1 and the result is trivial. If K > 0, let 
vi = (-l)Kn,(*) u,,i ) i = 0, l,..., N - 1. 
Using (4.1), (4.3), (3.7) and the formula for the sine of the sum of two angles, 
one can show that 
QjVi = (vi - --& v,) , i#j. (4.12) 
Since Q,V, = 0, the matrix representation of each Q, relative to the basis 
V 0 P-.-s VN-1 of -6m.N is independent of 0, and hence the matrix representation 
of Qs relative to this basis is independent of u. Since the spectrum of an operator 
is independent of its matrix representation, the spectrum is independent of 0. 
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If llz + 1 = KL - 1, then one can show that 
(4.13) 
and the same argument is valid provided that (m + 1) -3 N. If m + 1 -7: 
L - 1 =: N - 1, then I’, ,..., v,v-2 form a basis for Ym,.” . Formula (4.13) 
shows that for j < N - 2, the matrix representation of Qi is independent of CJ. 
Express v,v-, in terms of the basis vectors. The coefficients are independent of 
(J and (4.13) then shows that the matrix representation of QN-i is also independent 
of (J. The above argument now applies and the proof is complete. 
Note that the above result is applicable whenever the angles are equally 
spaced. Also, in the proof of Theorem 4.11 we showed that j/ Qlr :jrn,,, == 0
whenever (nz + 1) -G 0 mod(L). Th is estimate is not useful for lower bounds. 
However, the fact that the norm is 0 means that after 1 iteration of the Kacmarz 
procedure the correct component of the solution is obtained on these subspaces. 
The subspaces for which (m + 1) GZ &l mod(L) are useful in determining the 
best ordering of the projections. This is discussed further in Section 6. 
The bounds in (4.8) are useful in establishing properties of the operators Q,, 
and Q’, . For example, neither operator is compact on L2(D). Indeed, their 
restrictions to the infinite-dimensional subspace .f is the identity operator. 
However, the next result shows that their restrictions to .P are Hilbert-Schmidt 
and hence compact. 
COROLLARY 4.14. The restrictions of Qu and QIO to ,fl are Hilbert-Schmidt 
operators. 
Proof. Since the product of a continuous operator and a Hilbert-Schmidt 
operator is HilbertSchmidt, it suffices to establish the result for Q,, . To this 
end, it suffices, from (4.4) and the fact that dim zn,,v < AT, to show that 
Assume that m f 1 3 N and let -4 be the matrix with entries aij = : 
< u,,, j , Li,,,,i). It follows from the definition of the determinant that 
where the sum x’ is over all permutations T of [0, I,..., N - I] that move more 
than two elements and sgn(T) is the sign of the permutation. It follows from (3.7) 
that there exist positive constants ci and c2 depending only on the angles 6,) , 
409/62/I-2 
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e 1 ,..., @,-, , such that a:,, < ci/(m + 1)2, i ii, and I a,(o)0 ... QN-I)N-1 I < 
c,/(m + 1)s. Thus there exists a constant c > 0, independent of m, such that 
G(U,,,,o ,..., Urn,,-,) = det A 3 1 - (cl@ + 1)2) 
for all m 3 N - 1. The above equation and Theorem (4.7) show that (4.15) is 
valid. The proof is complete. 
Since the spaces J$~,,, are invariant under the positive-definite self-adjoint 
operator QfU , ym,N h as an orthonormal basis consisting of eigenfunctions of Q’,, 
and these functions must be polynomials. Thus we have the following result. 
COROLLARY 4.16. For each permutation u of [0, I,..., N - I] and each m 3 0, 
there existpolynomials U,,, = P&,o, PG,,, ,..., P&,,,, where M, = min(m, N - 1) 
such that 
(i) A,N = Pk,o ,..., P&,1; 
(ii) Q’OP&,i = Xk,tP&,I where 0 = Az,o < AL,, < ... hk,M = 11 QfO lImsN 
(iii) {PE,i}, i = 0, I,..., M, , and m = 0, 1, 2 ,..., form a c&plete ortho- 
normal basis for JL. 
For example, in the simple case N = 2, when the angles are 0, and 6, , it is 
easy to show that 
where c, = (1 - (U,,, , Um,o)2)-1/2, and 
G,, = 0, Tn.1 = <urn., 3 vn*o>2 = co~2<wm,Il~ v4n,Ol)~ 
It would be interesting to know more about the polynomials and proper 
values of Corollary 4.16, especially the maximum proper values on each L9m,N . 
It may be possible to compute a formula for the maximum proper values if the 
angles are equally spaced. One might start with the subspaces for which the 
proper values are independent of o. A matrix representation of Q’,, is computable 
on these subspaces from (4.12) and (4.13). 
5. IMPR~vINO THE INITIAL GUESS 
So far the bounds obtained for the rate of convergence have been independent 
of the initial guess. It is natural to ask whether one can choose the initial guess 
go in a manner that will improve the rate of convergence. While the initial 
guess does not a priori affect the constant c in (1.4), it is evident that if the guess 
(U in (1.4)) is chosen closer to the final solution (POW in (1.4)) then the right- 
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hand side of (1.4) decreases. In this section we show that it is possible to choose 
g, closer to the final solution from a knowledge of the initial data. In fact, a 
series representation for the least norm solution to the reconstruction problem 
is obtained and using the results of the previous section we show how to regulate 
the rate of convergence by the choice of g, . 
The ordering of the projections will not matter in the following discussion 
and it will be assumed that u is the identity permutation and Q = QN-i ... Q,, . 
Let CELL and assume that the Rojf are known for 0 < .j :< -fir - 1. Let 
g,, ELM be the initial guess. Write 
go = g1-t iY2 with g,ES and g,EXl. 
Recall that Pi is the projection on f + J$ and P = P,v-l ... P,, . It is easy to see 
that for all j 
P>go z f + Qdgo - f > = El + f + Qj( g, - f) = gl + Pjgz 
and lim,,, Pkgo = g, $ la where h is the projection of f on X2-. Thus the 
component of go in 9 does not affect the rate of convergence (although it does 
affect the final solution), and it can be assumed, for our purposes, that go ~4~. 
The initial guesses used in practice are from 9L. For example, the initial 
guess go = 0 is commonly used. Another initial guess, which according to 
experimental evidence leads to faster convergence, is 
go = .rl Rojf (t) dt = 1 f dx dy. (5.1) 
D 
I=p to a constant multiple (l/77) (5.1) . is simply the projection off onto the 
subspace .&, . Both initial guesses lead to the same solution. It is natural to 
ask whether one can choose go so that the projection of go on &, , N is equal to the 
projection off on 9,n,N for m > 0. 
Let L, be the projection on YmSN and assume for now that m T 1 > S. 
Then there exist real numbers c,,,,~ ,..., c,,,v-i such that L,,go == x.;“:-,’ c,,,,~(; ,,,, j
and L,g, = L,,,f if and only if 
A priori (f, Uri,.i> is not known, but 
(f, U~J = JDf(x, y) U,(x cos Oi i- y sin ei) d.r 4%’ 
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and a change of variable t = x cos Bi + y sin tii , s = -X sin B< + Y cos ei , 
shows that 
where (,) is used to denote the inner product in Lz([-1, 11). The determinant 
of the coefficient matrix in (5.2) is G(U,,,a ,..., UT,,,-,) which is nonzero since 
m + 1 > N. Moreover (5.3) shows that the right-hand side of (5.2) depends 
upon the RBif and not f itself. Thus one can determine the c,,,,~ from the initial 
data using Cramer’s rule. 
If m + 1 < N then the polynomials I!J,?,,~ are linearly dependent. In this 
case, one can choose a basis of any m + 1 of them, say U,,,,, ,..., U,.,, , and 
repeat the above argument. Hence the projection off on 4n,,v is computable 
for all m from the RBAf. This gives the following result. 
THEOREM 5.4. Let f E L2(D) and h be the projection of f on 4L. Let 
M,! = min(m, N - 1). Then 
h(x, y) = f G;;L’ y Gv,JJ,,.j 
n1=0 j=O 
(5.5) 
where G,,, = G(U,,,, ..., urn,, 1, and G,,,,j is the determinant of the matrix 
obtained from the Gram matrig by replacing the jth column by ((Re,f, U,),..., 
(RBM,f, U,,)). Moreooer the unique polynomial of degree N - 1 that best appro- 
ximates f in L2 narm is obtained by truncating the series (5.5) after m = N - 1. 
Proof. It only remains to establish the claim about the polynomial of degree 
N - 1. But this is immediate since Corollary 3.4 shows that all polynomials of 
degree less than N are in YL. 
Notice that pi(t) = R,?f/(l - t2)1/a EL?([-~, 11, (1 - t2)1/2). Expand each pj 
in terms of the polynomials U,, . The coefficients, ((RBjf, U,)}, are square 
summable. Applying the definition of the determinant (as in the Proof of 
Corollary 4.14) shows that X2+ Gk,, < 00 for j = 0, l,..., N - 1. Since 
G, = G(Um,o ,..., UMm) > 0 for all m and lim,,, G, = 1, it follows that for 
these j the series X:-j G;‘G,n,jU,Jt) = h,(t) sL2([-1, 11, (1 - t2)1/2). Thus 
the order of summation in (5.5) can be interchanged to obtain a representation 
of h of the form (3.17). Note that the hj are not unique as the terms in (5.5) for 
m < N - 2 depend upon the choice of basis for 9,,,,N . 
Theorem 5.4 shows that it is possible to choose go so that L,g, = L,f for any 
m. Moreover, if L,g, = L,, f then the convergence of the Kacmarz procedure is 
immediate on Yn,,N. 
COROLLARY 5.6. Let f EL2(D) and let h be the projection off on YL. Assume 
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that the R,, f are known for 0 < j < N - 1. Let E > 0 be given. Then an initial 
guess g, can be computed using a finite number of operations, such that 
I/ P”gO - h jj2 < c2t /I g,, - h ;/2. 
Proof. Choose J > 0 such that I/Q llm,N < E whenever m > J, and let go 
be the projection off on @“,=a $,t,N . Now g, is given by the first J -I- 1 terms 
in (5.5). 
A J such that /IQ j!,,,,N < E whenever m > J can be computed using (4.8) 
or (4.9). 
Due to the number of computations necessary to obtain the projections off 
on A,, it may not always be practical to compute a guess that leads to faster 
convergence. However, in some cases it may be worthwhile to compute g,, 
on a few subspaces where the convergence is known to be slow and then run the 
Kacmarz procedure. (See the next section.) 
Remark. Logan and Shepp [S] found explicit solutions for the system of 
equations (5.2) for all m > 0 when the angles are equally spaced, and thus 
obtained expressions for the least norm solution and the optimal polynomial of 
degree N - 1 in this case. Their formulas involve finite sums of convolutions 
of explicit kernels with the data RBjf. Although the optimal polynomial of degree 
N - 1 does not by itself provide a good reconstruction (Shepp personal com- 
munication), it would be interesting to try it as an initial guess. This does not, 
in general, decrease the constant c in (1.4) ( see next section), but does provide a 
starting point closer to the final solution. 
6. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
The goal of this paper has been to establish computable bounds on the rate of 
convergence of the Kacmarz procedure on L”(D). Applying standard numerical 
techniques and a computer, in conjunction with Theorem 4.7, it is (theoretically) 
possible to compute I( Q. II41 to a high degree of accuracy and thus obtain the 
smallest possible constant c,, in (1.4) for the ordering of the projections deter- 
mined by the permutation u. In this section numerical results are given for 
18 equally spaced angles. A permutation 7 of [0, l,..., 171 is found for which 
Ij Q7. l/Jl < 11 Q0 ]/91 for all permutations (T of the 18 projections. Numerical 
computations show that I\ Qr ]I2 m 0.1816 and hence that 6 iterations suffice 
to guarantee an error of less than 1 percent in L2 norm. Numerical results are 
also given for seven angles restricted to lie in an arc of 30”. In this case the rate 
of convergence is extremely slow for an arbitrary initial guess, and it appears that 
it would be useful to compute an initial guess that would ensure faster con- 
vergence before applying the Kacmarz procedure. 
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TABLE II” 
m 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
I 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
0 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 
100 
110 
120 
130 
140 
150 
160 
170 
0.0000 0 0.0000 0 0.0000 0 0.0000 
0.5942 90 0.0000 90 0.0000 50 0.0000~ 
0.5278 10 0.4688 140 O.oooo~ 100 0.0000~ 
0.4512 100 0.3716 50 0.0000* 150 0.0000” 
0.3921 20 0.3392 110 0.0000* 20 0.0054 
0.3436 110 0.2703 30 0.0029 70 0.0017 
0.3020 30 0.2375 160 0.0010 120 0.0001 
0.2654 120 0.1891 70 0.0029 170 0.1681 
0.2335 40 0.1713 130 0.1383 40 0.1366 
0.2042 130 0.1411 20 0.1075 90 0.1071 
0.1778 50 0.1311 100 0.0877 140 0.0838 
0.1545 140 0.1070 170 0.0762 10 0.0853 
0.1333 60 0.1009 40 0.0622 60 0.0721 
0.1134 150 0.0767 80 0.0582 110 0.0517 
0.0941 70 0.0752 150 0.0512 160 0.0537 
0.0736 160 0.0485 10 0.0487 30 0.0516 
0.0474 80 0.0474 60 0.0474 80 0.0474 
0.0000 170 0.0000 120 0.0000 130 0.0000 
0.1816 0.1816 0.1816 0.1816 
a Q, = Qc,(x;, *.. Qom , Qo' = Qc*Qo . 
b The norm is 0 to four decimal places. 
Table II contains the results of numerical computations of I/ Q10 Ilrn,is = 
II Qo lli,u for 0 < m < 18, and four different permutations of the projections 
associated with the 18 equally spaced angles. The values in the table were 
obtained by computing the maximum proper values of the self-adjoint operator 
Q10 on the invariant subspaces YWL,ls . Upper bounds for the maximum proper 
values were obtained by computing the 2”th root of trace (Qi”“), and lower 
bounds were obtained via the Rayleigh quotient [7]. The upper and lower 
bounds agreed to at least five decimal places. For each of the permutations oi 
in Table II, (4.9) was used to find an integer Mi such that /j Qoi /jra,ls < 
max0+~~18 11 Q’,,i ljm,r8 whenever 71 > Mi . The maximum proper value of 
Qfni was then computed on each of the subspaces Ym,rs for 18 < m < Mi , 
and the norm of the operator on $L was obtained, i.e., II Q’,,< IIS1 = 
maxO+sMi II Qlmi llm,18 . The norms and the number of iterations K that ensure 
I/ Q’Oi I$i < 0.0001 are listed below: 
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1~ Qb, I!/L = II Q’,l /11,18 m0.5942, k = 18, 
k = 6, 
!I Qfo, II+ = II pod l!1*.18 9% 0.1816 k =6. 
Theorem 4.11 shows that jl Q’0 /lls,iR is independent of 0. Thus for all 0 
11 Q’, Ii41 >z /j Q’CC //f~ , i = 3, 4, and it follows that cz = /j Q’O, &is = // Qfo, //rs,rs 
w 0.1816 is the smallest constant for which (1.4) is valid for an arbitrary initial 
guess. Notice that 6 iterations are sufficient to guarantee an error of less than 
1 percent in (1.4) for ua or u4 , while 18 iterations are sufficient to ensure the 
same error bound for o1 . Using the same number of equally spaced angles and 
10 iterations a modified Kacmarz procedure successfully detected a &--in. 
smooth lexan pin inside a 3-in. Plexiglas phantom, [l 11. The difference between 
the X-ray attenuation coefficients of Lexan and Plexiglas is estimated at about 
1.5 percent. 
It is interesting to note how the rate of convergence is affected by the ordering 
of the projections as the number of angles increases. In Table III numerical 
values for II Qfa IN.N and II Qlo IL,.v are given for N = 36, 54, 72 ,..., 180 equally 
spaced angles and u the identity permutation. (Intuitively, one would expect the 
operator associated with the identity permutation to give the worst rate of 
convergence.) The numbers I/ QfO IINSN are independent of (r by Theorem 
4.11, but the II Q’,, ljl,N are not. Indeed, if the permutation 7 satisfies 
(T(O) - $1)) n/N = ~r/2 then I! QrT lI1,N = 0. Thus the entries in Table III 
suggest that the importance of choosing a good ordering of the projections 
increases as N increases. 
TABLE III 
‘V 36 54 72 90 108 126 154 172 180 
-___ __- -__ .--. 
II Qo’ I!~.N 0.765 0.835 0.873 0.897 0.913 0.925 0.934 0.941 0.946 
II Qo’ I’N.N 0.188 0.191 0.192 0.193 0.193 0.193 0.194 0.194 0.194 
We conjecture that for N equally spaced angles there exists a permutation r 
such that ‘j Q’, l/y1 = I/ Q’T II,V,N . By (4.9) 
If the conjecture is true, then for a proper ordering of the projections, eight 
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iterations will be sufficient to ensure an error of less than 1 percent. Calculations 
indicate a “good” ordering of the projections associated with N equally spaced 
angles is obtained by choosing 7 so that the minimum angle among 
(44 - 44) a/N modr, 1 <i<j,l <R<j, i#k,isa maximumforeach 
j between 0 and N - 1. 
In most medical problems it is convenient to work with equally spaced angles. 
However, in other areas such as electron microscopy, one is often limited to a 
small number of views restricted to a narrow cone of vision. This restriction 
appears to have a decidedly adverse effect on the rate of convergence of the 
Kacmarz procedure. For exemple, when the Radon transform is known from 
seven angles restricted to an arc of 30”, i.e., 0”, 5”, IO”, 15”, 20”, 25”, 30”, nume- 
rical computations show that for an optimal ordering of the projections 
I\ Q’ II31 > 0.9994, and one would need to choose K > 20,000 to insure that 
I] Q’ I&A < 0.0001. In Table IV estimates of ]I Q’ ]ln2,, are given for 0 < m < 35. 
The ordering of the seven projections given in the table was found to be optimal. 
The estimates for 3 < m < 19 are lower bounds obtained from the Rayleigh 
quotient. For m > 20, the estimates are upper bounds obtained from the 
Rayleigh quotient and Theorem 5 of [7, p. 411. (This theorem gave upper 
bounds >,l for 3 < m < 19.) It is clear that the convergence rate will be very 
slow for an arbitrary initial guess. Notice that the bounds in Table IV drop 
quickly from 0.9965 at m = 21 to 0.3057 at m = 31. Applying (4.8) one can 
show that II Q’ IL7 < 0.3057 for m > 31. In this case, it appears to be worth- 
while to solve Eqs. (5.2) and (5.3) for the first 30 subspaces to obtain an initial 
guess that will reduce the rate of convergence to a point where 8 iterations 
are sufficient to ensure a 1 percent error. This would entail solving 25 systems of 
7 equations in 7 unknowns and 1 system of j equations in j unknowns for 
j = 1, 2 ,..., 6. 
TABLE IV 
4n (7 m l18’llm.7 m II Q’ IL7 m II 8’ IL7 m II Q’ Ilm., 
0 0 0.0000 9 0.9987 18 0.9988 27 0.8282 
30 1 0.5636 10 0.9977 19 0.9986 28 0.7323 
20 2 0.9089 11 0.9976 20 0.9977 29 0.6068 
10 3 0.9975 12 0.9987 21 0.9965 30 0.4588 
25 4 0.9993 13 0.9994 22 0.9915 31 0.3057 
5 5 0.9990 14 0.9993 23 0.9820 32 0.1702 
15 6 0.9990 15 0.9988 24 0.9659 33 0.0711 
7 0.9993 16 0.9983 25 0.9389 34 0.0159 
8 0.9994 17 0.9984 26 0.8950 35 o.oooo 
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Remark. From theoretical considerations the method of computing a better 
initial guess before iterating the projections seems promising when there are 
only a few angles restricted to a narrow cone. However, it is necessary that this 
idea be tested on real problems before claims about the practical utility of the 
technique are made. Finding a good method for solving Eqs. (5.2) and (5.3) 
may not be trivial. Indeed, when the maximum proper value of 0’ is close to 1, 
then G(U,n,o ,..., U9n,M ,) is close to 0 (Eq. (4.8)). Thus the coefficient matrix in 
(5.2) may be ill conditioned. In fact for the ordering of the seven projections in 
Table IV, G( U,,,,, ,..., UnL,M,) < lo-l5 for m = 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. It may be necessary 
to work with a different basis on these subspaces. 
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